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CertifHy was inspired based on Guarantees of Origin (GOs) for 

Renewable Electricity (RE): a brief overview of history

Energy origin of electricity 
consumed by consumers is the 
production mix of the country or 
that of their individual producer-
supplier

1990’s No tracking Late 1990s – Need for 

tracking emerges

Growing interest towards buying 
green electricity
To satisfy the need suppliers start 
contractually allocating certain 
production to certain consumers
Contractual linkages to track the 
value of energy origin of 
electricity

Turn of 2000’s – Contractual 

linkages in modern electricity 

markets

Contractual linkages to track the value 
of energy origin of electricity from one 
asset to another too complex 

Source:

Grexel 



Renewable Electricity Certification is Commercial Tracking and allowed 

renewable electricity to be sold to households: it inspired CertifHy

Certificate 
Markets

GO Registry

CancellationIssuing 
Transfer

Electricity 
Markets

Product: Electricity

Product: Energy Origin (Wind, renewable, geothermal, bio, hydro etc...)

Late 1990s – Electricity Market Gets Increasingly Complicated with 

unbundling and end-user market liberalisation 

Source:

AIB



In the Hydrogen Council’s vision (but also EC, EIA, IRENA, UN, etc.) 

hydrogen could be the next energy carrier

Source:

Hydrogen Council, Antwerp Mission Innovation conference 
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Source:

Hydrogen Council, McKinsey study 2017
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Hydrogen GO is a prerequisite for Hydrogen as an enabler of the 

Energy Transition
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Hydrogen GO can propagate environmental attributes along industrial 

chains
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This mean we need to agree on a.o. GHG allocation methods (which CertifHy 

already did for  water electrolysis, chloralkali electrolysis & steam 

methane reforming (of biomethane or Carbon Capture & Sequestration)
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Next to a robust tracing and tracking system for hydrogen production,  

CertifHy developed two labels: “CertifHy Green” and “CertifHy Low 

Carbon” together with Policy makers, Civil Society, and Industry.  
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Factual data fields on GO Scheme 

A robust tracking system for characteristics

of hydrogen production: production

technology, place of production, energy

sources used, financial support received,

GHG allocation methods, etc.

Two labels were developed, others can do 

depending on user requirements 



CertifHy puts both a Guarantee of Origin (GO) “scheme” as well as a 

“system” at the disposal of Member States (MS): 

https://cmo.grexel.com/Lists/PublicPages/Statistics.aspx

• Member States are free to choose 

whether they only adopt the “scheme” 

(i.e. the data fields on the GO, all 

procedures, etc.), which is important 

for cross border trade 

• or (part of) the “system” that CertifHy 

developed (Notification Body, GO 

Issuing Body, GO registry, etc.); 

yet MS are also free to develop their 

own Registry: cfr
https://cmo.grexel.com/Lists/PublicPage

s/Statistics.aspx



The Hydrogen Council pushes CertifHy forward as the international

scheme for hydrogen certification
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For questions, please contact

certifhy@hinicio.com
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